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Asmadi Games

Game Overview
Set during the tumultuous ‘yellow journalism’ years at the end of the 19th century, Penny Press has players
taking on the roles of newspaper barons such as Pulitzer and Hearst as they strive to become the dominant
paper in old New York City.
Players compete for readers by sending out reporters to cover stories, and then by publishing those stories
on the front page of their newspapers. The newsworthiness of a story can change depending on how many
stories are available and how many reporters are chasing those stories, so timing when to go to press is
critical.
Bonuses are awarded at the end of the game for the players who best cover the five leading news beats, or
categories, of the day: War, Crime & Calamity, New York City, Politics, and the Human Condition. The player
with the most points at the end of the game, as measured on the circulation track, is the winner!

Game Contents
•
•
•
•
•

1 rule book
1 game board
45 headline cards
5 player aid cards
5 newspaper player mats, 1 for each player color

Wooden Pieces:
• 25 reporters, 5 for each player color
• 5 scoring discs, 1 for each player color
• 1 newsboy token
Cardboard Pieces:
• 60 stories in 4 shapes and 5 news beat colors
• 6 advertisements in purple
• 5 bonus markers, one for each news beat
• 5 arrow markers, one for each news beat
• 15 pennies

Rule Book Contents
p 2-3: Game Overview and Setup
p 4-5: Playing the Game
The basic mechanics of how to play Penny Press!

p 6-7: Headline Cards + Adjusting News Beats
Details on some of the more intricate mechanics of the
game.

p 8-9: Building and Scoring a Front Page

Explanation with images of how to score points when
going to press.

p 10: Second Scoring Example
An example of when not to go to press.

p 11: Alternate Rules
Rules for 2 players, and the Newsboy Strike variant.

Game Setup
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1. Place each player’s scoring disc at 0,
at the start of the circulation track.

2. Place the five bonus markers on 2,
at the start of the bonus track. They will
move in step 6.
3. Give each player
a newspaper player
mat and five matching
reporters.
4. Place the pennies and
advertisements next to
the board.

5. Stack the
stories and place
them below their
matching news
beats. 3-star on
the bottom, 2-star
in the middle,
and1-star on top.

6. Draw the initial
headline cards, one for
each player.
For each card, advance
the bonus marker as
shown.
Card 23/ 45

Then place the stories
shown on the card into
their respective news
beats.

Bonus

For setup, ignore the
advertisement.

Advertisement

Stories
A

New York Becomes First State
to Require License Plates

+2
C

FirstgEdition

B

Newg Yorkg driversg mustg nowg supplyg
agplategwithgtheirginitialsgtogaidgingtheg
enforcementg ofg trafficg laws.g Withg
policeg reportingg thatg someg driversg
haveg usedg fakeg initialsg tog avoidg
accountability,g theg stateg mayg createg ag
moreg officialg systemg forg automobileg

7. Place the arrow markers just above
the stories in each news beat.
8. Choose a start player. We
recommend the player who has last
read a real newspaper.
Now you can begin!
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Playing the Game

On your turn, you must perform one of the four actions below. You may not pass your turn to do nothing.
After performing one of the four actions, check to see if any of the arrow markers on the news beats (the
five categories of news, represented by columns on the board) need to be moved up or down. This is called
adjusting the news beats, and is explained in greater detail on page 7. After adjusting the news beats, play
passes clockwise to the next player. This continues until someone triggers the final edition phase of the game.

Assign Reporters
Place one or more of your reporters from your player
mat onto one story in any of the news beats. Reporters
may be assigned to a story that already has other
reporters assigned to it, whether yours and/or another
player’s, and there is no limit on how many reporters
can be assigned to a single story.

Recall Reporters
Remove any number of your reporters from the board
and place them back on your player mat. Sometimes
this is the best available choice if some of your plans
have not panned out!

Reassign a Reporter
Move one of your reporters from one story to any
other story. You may only move one reporter. As with
the ‘assign’ action, a reporter may be reassigned to
a story that already has other reporters present, and
there is no maximum number of reporters per story.

Go to Press
When you decide to go to press, you will get to claim
the stories you’ve sent your reporters out to cover, and
most importantly, score points on the circulation track.
See below for the details.

Going to Press: Details
When you choose to Go to Press as your action, do the following steps in order:
1. Claim Stories: Pick up all the stories where you have at least as many reporters as any other player. If
another player has more reporters than you on a story, leave that story on the board, along with all
reporters on that story—including yours. You must pick up all the stories you can claim.
2. Award Scoop Points: Each player with at least one reporter on a story you picked up receives scoop points
(they still got a piece of the story, but you scooped them by getting it to press first). The scoop value of a
news beat is the value pointed to by the smaller, S-shaped arrow on the arrow marker. Players only score
once for each scooped story, even if they had more than one reporter assigned to that story, but they may
be scooped—and score—from multiple stories. Return all reporters from all stories that you picked up to
their owners’ player mats.
3. Build Your Front Page: Build and score your front page by taking the stories you claimed and laying them
out on the grid on your player mat, following the rules under ‘Building and Scoring a Front Page’ on page
8. After scoring, clear your front page of all stories and also remove your advertisement, if you have
one. Your published stories stay face up next to your player mat, with their stars clearly visible to all other
players, for the remainder of the game.
4. Take a Penny: Take a penny, and put it in the lowest open spot on your player mat.
5. Draw a New Headline Card: Draw a headline card (see ‘Drawing Headline Cards’ on page 6). This will
add new stories to the board, advance a bonus marker, and place an advertisement on your front page.
Important: You may not go to press if you can’t claim at least one story.

Final Edition
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The end of the game, or final edition, is triggered when one player goes to press for the third time (in a 4- or
5-player game) or fourth time (in a 2- or 3-player game). Pennies on the player mats help keep track of how
many times everyone has gone to press and should be visible to all players.
As soon as the final edition is triggered, flip the arrow markers over to their red sides to show that they should
no longer move (but keep them pointing to the same value!).
The player who triggered the final edition goes to press as normal, but does not draw a headline card. This
player is now done and will not have another turn. However, each remaining player will still have a chance to
claim one last story and/or go to press.
In turn order, each remaining player may take a turn as normal, with the exception that they may assign or
recall only one reporter (players may also choose to reassign one reporter or go to press, per usual). Do
not adjust the news beats! Most players will take this opportunity to improve their position on the board, but
there may be an advantage to going to press right away. Players who go to press are done and will not have
another turn.
Then—again in turn order—any remaining players may go to press. Stories are claimed, front pages are
scored, scoop points are awarded (even to players who have already published their final edition), but NO
headline cards are drawn!
Finally, all that remains is to see which player’s newspaper best covered the five leading news beats of the
day

End Game Scoring
Moving from left to right on the bonus track, players tally up the stars on the stories they published in each
news beat during the entire game. The player with the highest number of stars in each news beat is awarded
that beat’s bonus points, as shown by the marker on the bonus track. In case of ties, all tied players receive the
full amount of bonus points.
The player highest on the circulation track after bonus scoring is the most successful news baron and wins the
game! In the case of an overall tie, the tied player with the most stories wins. If there is still a tie, the victory is
shared. If you really, really don’t like ties, flip a penny to determine the winner.

At the end of the game, The Times, The Herald, and
The World have all published Politics stories, and the
bonus marker for Politics is at 7. We compare the
total number of stars. Even though The Herald has
published three stories to The Times’ one, both have a
total of three stars. Therefore, each receives the full 7
bonus points on the circulation track. The World does
not receive any points.
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Drawing Headline Cards

Headline cards reveal the news being reported on in turn-of-the-century New York City. Each card falls into
one of the five news beats, as listed at the top of the card. The news beat will determine which bonus marker
is moved, and a story from that news beat will always come out onto the board.

Card 22/ 45

2

Bonus
Stories

3
4

A

New York Establishes
System of Five Boroughs

+1
C

Advertisement

FirstbEdition

1

B

Theb Cityb ofb Newb Yorkb hasb in’
creasedbitsbgeographicbsizebsix’foldbbyb
joiningbManhattan.bthebBronx.bBrook’
lyn.b Queensb andb Statenb Islandb inb ab
systembofbfiveb‘boroughs2’bThebunionb

When you draw a headline card, immediately do the following steps in order:

1. Share the News: Read the new headline out loud. We’re in the news business, after all!
2. Advance Bonus Marker: Move the bonus marker matching the headline card’s news beat up by 1, 2, or
3 spaces, as indicated in the arrow. The first space on the bonus track is a 2, not a 0, so if the first headline
card has a bonus value of +3, the marker should go to 5, not 3!
3. Add Stories to News Beats: Take the stories shown on the headline card from the story supply stacks. You
can use the letters on the stories to help identify the right shapes. Place these stories in the news beats on the
board, either directly above another story or, if the news beat is empty, on the ‘X’ space.
• Stories are always taken from the top of the supply stack, in order of star value.
• Stories are always placed in the news beat of the same color.
• Stories are always placed sideways, turned 90° from how they are depicted on the headline card,
covering the least amount of spaces possible on the news beat.
• There shouldn’t be any spaces between stories in the news beat, and the bottom story should always cover
the ‘X’ space. Slide stories down in the news beat as needed. The individual position of the stories in the
news beat does not matter, only the height of the news beat column is important.
• If a headline card calls for a story piece from an empty stack, then no story is placed.
• If the news beat doesn’t have enough empty spaces to fit the story, then don’t place that story—just leave it
on its stack. In the rare event that this happens during setup, leave the 3-star C or D story on the stack, and
place the other stories.
4. Advertisement: Place an advertisement on your front page in the highlighted column, in the row of your
highest penny. You should never have more than one advertisement.This step is skipped during setup, as a
player’s first newspaper does not have an advertisement.
After resolving the four steps on the headline card it is discarded to a face up pile next to the deck.
Remember, during the final edition, do NOT draw headline cards!

Adjusting News Beats
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Adjusting the news beats keeps the arrow markers pointing at the correct values for publishing stories and
being scooped in each news beat. Because emerging stories could generate interest in a particular news beat,
and because newspapers of the day weren’t above stirring up a story they were reporting on to sell papers,
news beats will often need adjusting after reporters or stories have been added or removed.
Players should adjust the news beats as necessary in between turns, but not during turns (as this may interfere
with scoring) and never during the final edition phase of the game.
Tip: Have the next player in turn order adjust the news beats to keep turns moving along.
To adjust a news beat:
1. Make sure that all stories are turned sideways, covering the least amount of spaces on the news beat. The
smaller two types of stories (A and B) should take up one space and the two larger types (C and D) should
take up two spaces. No story should ever take up three spaces!
2. Then, make sure that the lowest story in every news beat sits on the ‘X’ space and that there are no empty
spaces in between stories. Push stories down as needed. Stories should not overlap each other.
3. Finally, move the arrow markers so that for each news beat the number of spaces between the stories and
the arrow marker equals the number of covered stories -- those with at least one reporter on them.
The large central arrow on the arrow marker now points to the value of the news beat, while the smaller,
S-shaped arrow points to the scoop value of the beat. The arrow markers can never be pushed above their
maximum value of 6, regardless of placement of additional reporters.
Exception: During the final edition phase of the game, do NOT move the arrow markers! Since they are
flipped over during the final edition, the red arrow markers should help players remember this.

One covered story, one
open space between
stories and the arrow
marker.

Two covered stories,
two open spaces
between stories and the
arrow marker.

In this example, the Crime and Calamity news beat (pink) has one covered story, and Politics (blue) has two,
so the arrow markers are one, and two spaces away from the stories, respectively. It doesn’t matter that one
Crime and Calamity story is covered by two different players, just that there are any reporters on it. The
central arrows point to the news beat values: 3, and 4.
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Building and Scoring a Front Page

When you decide to go to press (see ‘Go To Press’ on page 4), you have to first build, and then score your
front page.

Building:

To build your front page, you will take the stories you picked up (where you had the most or tied for the most
reporters) and place them on your newspaper’s front page, represented on your player mat. There are several
rules you must follow when building your front page:
1. First, look to see if you have any stories from top news beats. Top news beats are those whose arrows
point to the highest value (look at the numeric value, and not just the position of the arrow markers). These
are the big stories of the day, and they must touch the top edge of your front page, a newspaper’s most
valuable real estate. If you have multiple stories from top news beats, you must place as many as possible
touching the top edge.
2. If you still have more stories from top news beats, you must place as many of them as possible on the rest
of your front page.
3. Finally, place the rest of your stories in the remaining space on the front page. These stories can go
anywhere there is room.
You may turn your stories horizontal or vertical as desired, but you are required to turn stories from top news
beats in the optimal orientation to achieve the “as many as possible” requirements in the above rules. If you
place stories sideways, you can flip them over to achieve a more pleasing look.
Before scoring, give the other players a chance to validate that the above rules were applied correctly in
building your front page.
Important: You may not move your advertisement when building your front page!

Scoring:
Once your front page is assembled and ready for press, you reap the benefits!
1. You may declare one ‘exclusive’ story, which your newsboys will use to sell more newspapers. Choose a
story that is not from a top news beat but still touches the top of your front page. This story scores double
its news beat value! You can only declare one exclusive—even if you fit other stories at the top of the page,
they will not score double.
2. All other published stories score their news beat value.
3. Empty spaces (those not covered up by a story) are penalized at either -1 or -2, as printed on the space.
4. Your advertisement does not score any points, but it does cover up the penalty of an empty space. It is
removed after scoring, and replaced with a new advertisement once you draw a headline card.
5. Unpublished stories—those stories that you could not fit on your front page—score their news beat value as
negative points. In addition, these stories are put back (in star order) on their supply stacks. You may not
keep them for final scoring.
Tally the total score for your front page and move up the circulation track. You can never move backward on
the circulation track, so a negative total score for going to press is counted as zero. Despite this, remember
that you cannot go to press without at least one claimed story!
An example of building and scoring a front page is to the right, with another example on page 10.
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With a value of 4, Politics is the top
news beat in this example.
(Assume the two news beats not
pictured have value of 0)

The Times (the yellow player) claims
three stories, where they tie or have
a majority of reporters. They do
not claim the story with one yellow
reporter and two blue reporters.

The Sun (the blue player) is
awarded scoop points on the two
claimed stories where they had
reporters.
The Times (the yellow player) has gone to press! They are able to claim three stories, scooping The Sun (the
blue player) on two of them. After picking up the three stories and returning all reporters on them to their
respective player mats, it’s time to build a front page.

+

6 (3x2)

+

3

+

4

The Politics story must be placed
first, and must touch the top edge of
the front page.

After placing the other stories, The
Times declares the War story an
exclusive. Its value is doubled!
It can be an exclusive because it is
not a story from a top news beat,
but still touches the top edge of the
front page.
The Times (yellow) scores 12 points:
• +4 for the Politics story.
• +6 (3x2) for the exclusive Crime and Calamity
story.
• +3 for the War story.
• -1 for the empty space.

The Sun (blue) scores 2 scoop points:
• +1 for being scooped on the Crime and Calamity
story.
• +1 for being scooped on the War story. The fact
that it is an exclusive does not affect the scoop
points.
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Later on in the game, The Herald (black) has gone to press twice, and
has an advertisement in quite a pesky place. Their reporters are in great
position to claim three stories that would fit beautifully on their front
page, but there is a problem. New York has become the top news beat,
and so each claimed New York story would need to touch the top edge
of the front page. The War story can’t fit if The Herald goes to press
now, and the front page would be worth almost nothing!

Alternate Rules
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Penny Press for Two Players

The Newsboy Strike Variant

The 2-player game plays by the same rules as the
3-player game (final edition is triggered when a
player publishes their fourth newspaper) with one
change. When playing with two, the first player
takes their first turn as normal, and then the second
player takes two turns, one right after the other. Play
continues with each player taking two turns until final
edition is triggered.

This variant is for 4-5 advanced players who have
played Penny Press several times. The newsboy strike
variant should not be used with 2-3 players.

When a player triggers the final edition, the other
player gets to assign/reassign/recall a single reporter
and/or go to press with their final edition, just as in a
3-5 player game.

Added setup: Give the newsboy token to the second
player (the player to the left of the first player).
When a player holds the newsboy, the newsboy strike
has crippled their newspaper distribution. This player
foregoes their normal action and instead passes
the newsboy to the player to their right—counterclockwise, in the opposite direction of turn order. Play
then passes to the player to their left, per usual.
As soon as a player triggers the final edition,
the newsboy strike is immediately settled and the
newsboy is set aside for the remainder of the game.
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